
HECO Battery 
Bonus Program
Do you have customers with net-metered solar arrays? The HECO Battery Bonus program gives generous 
cash-up-front bonuses to homeowners who augment their existing net-metered solar arrays with up to 5kW of 
solar and a PWRcell Battery. Generac is providing this guide to selling and designing PWRcell systems specifically 
tailored to take advantage of this program and sales opportunity.

IDEAL CUSTOMER
The ideal customer for this program has solar, is on HECO NEM and would benefit from increasing 
the size of their array. Reach out to any customers in your fleet who might qualify for this program.

EXAMPLE REWARD CALCULATOR
The table below gives approximations of cash incentive payments that homeowners who purchase new 
PWRcell systems would receive from HECO based on PWRcell Battery performance in various configurations.

TRAUNCH SIZE M3 M4 M5 M6

TRAUNCH 1 FIRST 15MW $2,890 $3,825 $4,760 $5,695 

TRAUNCH 2 SECOND 15MW $2,550 $3,375 $4,200 $5,025 

TRAUNCH 3 LAST 20MW $1,700 $2,250 $2,800 $3,350 

Rewards calculated based on nominal continuous power rating of PWRcell battery configuration and 2hr discharge. 
Figures shown in table above are examples only and are not guaranteed by Generac. Actual bonus may be higher or lower.

How It Works
The battery bonus program is a Demand Response initiative that rewards participants based on 
performance. The agreement requires a 10yr commitment to support the grid. Each day for the first 
two years, HECO will call a 2hr event where the battery will discharge to support the Hawai’ian grid. 
While grid-tied, PWRcell inverters can pass a maximum of 7.6kW from a battery to the grid. A 15kWh 
PWRcell Battery M5 will be able to maximize inverter utilization and performance based rewards.

ROLE OF THE INSTALLER
Explain the program to your customer: The up-front-cash incentive and opportunity to net-meter 
additional solar power is are incredible selling points, but the long-term commitment and other 
caveats must be well understood as well.
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PWRcell SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR 
HECO BATTERY BONUS PROGRAM
The ideal PWRcell system is two Generac PV Link (S2502) controlling a new 5kW PV array, a 18kWh PWRcell Battery (M6) and a single 
PWRcell Inverter. This configuration will maximize cash benefits at to the system owner. A larger dual-battery PWRcell system may 
be  selected if the system owner would like to self-consume additional solar energy. A smaller PWRcell Battery configuration may be 
selected if required by budget, but rewards will be smaller.  It is also possible to connect a PWRcell Battery to a home without 
installing additional solar.  In this configuration, the battery will charge using solar power during the day, then discharge to the grid 
when called upon by the utility.

DC-COUPLED BATTERY CONFIGURATION WITH NEW PV
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FAQ

WHY?
In accordance with Hawai’i’s aggressive clean energy goals, the AES coal-fired power plant is being de-commissioned in 2022. 
Rather than add another centralized power generation station, HECO is incentivizing the deployment of distributed solar + battery 
storage systems to support the Hawai’ian grid.

HOW ARE REWARDS DETERMINED?
Incentive payments are awarded based on system performance, so larger systems that can supply more power to the grid will earn 
greater bonuses. Additionally, HECO is awarding larger bonuses to early registrants to incentivize rapid deployment. Payments will be 
calculated and made to the consumer after average power output is determined in the first 30 days of the program. 

WHAT OBLIGATIONS DOES THE SYSTEM OWNER HAVE?
Hawai’ian system owners must be prepared to make their system available to HECO for 10 years. If the customer fails to meet the terms 
of the agreement at any point during the 10 year period, the consumer will be required to pay back a pro-rated portion of their battery 
bonus. If the battery performance falls below the established threshold, HECO will assess a $100/mo fee on the consumers energy bill.

DOES THE BATTERY BONUS COUNT AS INCOME?
Yes. HECO will provide tax documentation. 


